
 

DR. Jean Supervisor Meeting Minutes 

Date: 7 Feb 2014 

Time: 3.15pm 

Venue: Prof Ben’s office, SIS level 5.   

DR. Jean Labs 
Attendees: 

1. Agurz Gary Leong (Project Manager) 
2. Denise Wong (Deputy Project Manager/UX Developer) 
3. Eleazar Lim (Lead Developer) 
4. Nicholas Li (Business Analyst) 
5. Rafael Loh (UI Developer) 
6. Janan Tan (System Analyst) 

Supervisor 
Attendees: 

1. Benjamin Gan (Associate Professor of Information Systems 
(Education)) 

Agenda: 1. Advertiser registration flow 
2. Demo of Jcrop 
3. Prevention of Injection 
4. Demo of new advertiser UI 
5. Sqkii Facebook Pre Launch Marketing Campaign 
6. Mid Term Presentation Slides Review 

 

Discussion Details 

Advertiser 
registration flow 

Current flow is that advertiser will indicate interest to the sqkii team and get 
the one-time registration code from Sqkii. Then go to the application page to 
register with their username, password together with the one-time 
registration code.  
 
Suggest to modify the flow to make things easier for the advertiser.  

- send advertisers a registration link via email so they can just click on 
it and register immediately without having to remember and key in a 
registration code 

 

Demo of Jcrop Preview on right side vs jcrop area dimensions different – squib will be saved 
as what is shown using jcrop but the right side preview bar auto stretches it 
to optimal resolution set 

Prevention of 
Injection 

Should crash test the system and implement preventions against sql or code 
injections in text areas 

Demo of new 
advertiser UI 

View all squib – no ID printed to identify the different squibs and title 
optional. Need some kind of identifier in case the advertiser uses the same 
image for 2 squib 
 
Squib statistics – changing revisits to favourites 
 
Hover over expansion for draft squibs so they can see – thumbnail a bit small 

Sqkii Facebook Pre 
Launch Marketing 
Campaign 

335 likes on Facebook page – likely to overlap with friends so must make sure 
we can hit the 200 Facebook registration code give outs 
 
60% of first 500 signups expected to register and login to view squibs at least 



 
once. SQKII business team has estimated for 40% fallout rate and will release 
additional codes for new accounts  

Mid Term 
Presentation Slides 
Review 

Remove pain points, scenarios, persona 
Market research and business analysis summarise into one page 
 
Technical complexity 

- Pseudo Random Credit Algorithm for viewing squibs 
o Don’t have to use recursion  
o Algorithm is the complexity? 
o Coding wise not complex because you are calling another 

function, the random data seed function 
o Need to come up with pseudo random code 

- Jcrop 
o Need to be integrated with Foundation  
o If you call both sides without our improvements, it isnt web 

responsive any more 
o We added javascript codes so it makes it so that when we 

resize the image it can load properly 
 Manual calculations to scale ourselves 

- Hibernate 
o Hibernate to avoid the select statements 
o Explain why we use JPQL, hibernate supposed to make it 

object database so that we just do obeject.method rather 
than select statements 

- Stripersist 
o Integration for Stripes with Hibernate 
o Made the frameworks integrate with each other 

 
Update the architectural diagram to show how the Hibernate and Stripersist 
etc fit in together 

  

S/N Task Assigned To Due Date 

1 To sign up to attend another FYP 
team’s mid term presentation 

- RubberDuck 
Labs/Codefather 
suggested 

Agurz 17 Feb 14 

2 Advertiser upload squib to link to 
the AWS server instead of 
localhost. 

Eleazar 16 Feb 14 

3 JCrop, javascript scaling 
complexity to be placed in the 
midterms. 

Janan, Eleazar 17 Feb 14 

 

The meeting was adjourned at 4.27pm. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no 

amendments reported in the next three days. 



 
Next meeting will be scheduled on 7 Mar 14, 3.15pm. 

 

DR. Jean Labs 

Recorded/Updated by: Denise Wong 

Reviewed By: Agurz Gary Leong 

Supervisor 

Updated and confirmed by: Benjamin Gan 

Date:  


